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...A Bestie, I Had! : (: '(
 
Our fights were games, when we were young.
Throwing sand from our castles and then we use to run.
 
While playing together football
Or even while enjoying the heavy rain,
We use to have a humpty-dumpty fall,
But that hurt wasn't a major pain..
 
And everything changed
as the years passed.
I missed something precious
while learning the syllabus vast.
 
Change took place and none of us were aware.
Actually, none among us really did care.
 
We never had a thought,
for a day like such.
We won't contact each other,
even after missing so much.
 
Now we both ain't seen together.
We both are still living, but died for one another.
 
No more calls and no more talks.
No more gossips while having a distant walk.
 
 
Don't know where our friendship has been lost so far.
To get you back will be my wish, if I see a breaking star.
 
Darshil Sanghvi
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A Fairy Tale Dream ?
 
I closed my eyes
and the dream starts.
Only you with me
we both riding in a cart.
 
From the snowy hills
with that summer shiny panes,
A small path,
and our journey through Lanes.
 
From morning eight
till evening nine,
We both were together
for lunch & even the dine.
 
That pleasant weather
not because of spring,
Just we both together
wherever this cart brings.
 
Everything went perfect
as it's a fairy tale,
And all tat was remaining
was to hail.
 
All I could bale,
my thoughts & views,
The blue sky
and the grass with morning dew.
 
The time came
and was about to say,
Was preparing my self
throughout the way.
 
All in a hurry
I devised a crown,
With the flowers & weeds
altogether bound.
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With that tiara,
I dressed my queen.
On my knees,
I proposed her with a ring!
 
She accepted me
and we happily lived,
But it was just a dream
that can`t be believed!
 
Darshil Sanghvi
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A Thought, Incomplete!
 
On a piece of some paper, I wrote a new song;
But when I started to sing, its tune somehow went wrong.
 
I have gathered few words, in the sense which they rhyme;
I wrote those lines, during the span of my prime.
 
There was no tune, not even rhythme was set,
Yet, I expected, it will be better than perfect.
 
It didn't spot any story, neither had a good flow;
I tried to make it creative, with my own self although.
 
For that, what I was unable to complete, I'm still do regret!
The thought which passed by me, I wish one more time I can get.
 
Thinking about the thought, that I won't be recieving again,
I started with a new one, on a paper, clean and plain.
 
I don't even know with what new I will begin;
The thought I left incomplete, will forever remain.
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Smile!  :)   ?
 
Smile...whenever you are free
Just have a walk somewhere near sea..
 
A smile for u to kip calm and in ease
This smile, that makes u feel like a cool breeze..
 
A smile when there`s no place to accommodate
Give A smile even when there`s no time to celebrate.. 
 
Smile when your wardrobe is has nothing new
Wear something differently from that existing hue..
 
A smile..to impress
U should have for you to dress..
 
Smile when your friends turn lazy
That's the time when u start acting crazy..
 
The smile when u rise up in d crowd
Is the one which makes u feel proud..
 
A smile when u in a hurry
A smile even when you are in a great flurry..
 
Smile when u are stuck in traffic
Turn on the deck & feel the magic..
 
Smile when u have no new songs in d playlist
Don`t forget..still the radio exist..
 
Smile when you are full of sweat
Weather will change and turn wet..
 
Smile while u mask yourself
Smile even when you don`t have anyone to help
Just remember..your time will come, time will change..
 
Smile when u think your destiny is too long
Just start a song and walk along..
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Smile after finishing the quest
That smile after giving your best..
 
And..those tough look with a smile u give
Your rival can be convinced and let you forgive..
 
Smile to weaken your enemy
This will end them with their envy..
 
Smile..when everything goes wrong
Fight and survive to prove yourself strong! ..
 
Smile when your lover leaves u and goes
The whip they will experience just like a blow..
 
Smile when someone leaves u with some memory
Let them go and show their bravery..
 
Smile when there is no one to stands with u
Just watch the moon, above in the sky blue..
 
Smile when u are been hospitalized
The reason that will make u feel energized..
 
Donate a smile while u take some rest
After clearing your deals with a pest..
 
Smile when u have nothing new to tweet
Heheh..you can't even repeat..
 
Smile..because everything else, will happen on its own :))
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